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change log
New in iWebKit 5
Most images are now replaced by a browser-generated gradient.
Form elements are now fully css3 styled. 
The topbar now becomes thin in landscape mode thanks to css3.
Black and transparent topbar options.
New ipod and appstore style lists.
Added search field for under topbar.
Added blue button.
Added new icons for your menu.
Added double advertisement bubbles.
New star system for list views.
Text turns blue ontouch in the music list.
Triple/double buttons in and under the topbar.
Rss feed font size reduced to fit portrait width.
A lot of minor tweaks and improvements
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Version 4.6.1
Fixes to the popup code. Cover and fullscreen now works with long pages.
Version 4.6.1
Smaller sized images now viewable in all browsers and image editing tools.
Fixes to the demo files and User Guide.
Version 4.6
Popup now fully fullscreen compatible.
Loads store list blue background only when it is needed not always.
Footer font styles now apply to the footer div not only the link in it.

Version 4.5.3
Fixes in the User Guide.
Version 4.5.2
Corrected and cleaner JavaScript.
Version 4.5.1
music list views.
Smaller images reducing load times.
Corrected JavaScript, validated by JSlint.
Included new thumbnails for menu items.
Uncompressed JavaScript and CSS included.
Version 4.5
Removed the slide effect causing problems.
New navigation Buttons that load faster
New store list image with a music logo.
Optimized a lot of graphics like the thumbnails and the arrow image for speed and efficiency.
IPhone style form support.
Rounded selection area around the navigation buttons.
Fixes to the popup code.
Fixed the folder names inside the zip.
User Guide enhancements.

change log
Version 4.1
Fixed User Guide errors and added a new section.
Fixed User guide code leading to wrong HTML code due to false quotation marks.
Fixed the conflict between the HTTP encoding and the Document encoding.
Optimized the popup code.
Automatically go to the bottom of the page when popup gets opened.
Fixed package (false links, wrong names, corrupted codes...).
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Version 4.0
New building structure.
Navigation buttons are now fully clickable.
Faster to load.
Much Smaller and optimized code.
A lot of bug fixes.
Enhanced auto-bug repair/avoiding structure.
White text and arrow on click on button.
Advanced store lists.
Easier music code list.
Mixing of items is now possible.
Auto-rounding of images in store lists.
Comments on menu-items.
Auto-ellipsis on all items with full view in landscape mode.
Ability to add lists (ol, ul) in text boxes.
Added code for button in top left.
Sliding Popup added.
Full screen support.
Disable sliding and full screen tag.
Fewer problems with the sliding.
Text is “justified” in all paragraphs.
Added a User-Guide.
More Images included.
Less HTTP request by reducing the number of images and scripts used on a page.
Version 3.0
New music list.
New item list with or without images.
Slide effect as a plug-in.
Blue buttons on touch.
Bug fixes. 
Added the removal of the URL bar and image preload in the download pack.
Fixes a bug where the URL bar would go up 1pixel too much.
Removed the <li class=”break”>.
Some minor changes in the overall code.
Optimized CSS.
Version 2.0.1
One small CSS modification that fixes the buttons in the navigation bar not being clickable. Version 2.0
icons in the menu items are now on the left instead of on the right
New code for speed and easy building.
Added possibility a navigation button in the top right.
Automatic image resizing if it is too big for the screen.
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Version 1.1
Bug fixes.
A lot of new images for extended plug-ins and a top right button.
Extended Computer compatibility.
Version 1.0
Initial release

